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In COME LOOK WITH ME: EXPLORING LANDSCAPE ART WITH CHILDREN art educator Gladys
S. Blizzard introduces boys and girls to 12 magnificent landscape paintings. Through these carefully
selected works and a thought-provoking text, the author guides students toward an imaginative new
way of looking at art.This book is suited both for family reading and for sharing with a small group.
Each full-color reproduction is accompanied by a brief biological sketch of the artist and a series of
open-ended questions designed to make the most of a child's natural curiosity.
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You've heard the saying before but this book "helps art come alive." My two sons, ages 6 and 4,
were enthralled by the artwork. The secret to this book is on the back page, where author Gladys
Blizzard offers these simple, yet essential directions:Look at all the paintings again.Choose the one
that has your favorite colors.Choose the one that makes you feel happiest.Choose the one that
makes you feel most frightened.Choose the one you would most like to hike in.Choose the one you
would most like to bike in.Choose the one you would most like to live in.On another day, do this
again. What you see, think, and feel may be different.And then keep

looking!-----------------------------This is our first experience with the "Come Look With Me" series of
books. We fully intend to delve deeper and check out Come Look with Me: Enjoying Art with
Children and Come Look With Me: Animals in Art.As a final note, it was "Day and Night" by M.C.
Escher and "The Oregon Trail" by Albert Bierstadt that interested my boys most.

We have loved all of the Come Look With Me books. They are a great way to introduce art (and how
to appreciate it!) to young children. Yes, a parent could probably do this same thing with their child,
and skip the books, but I'm not incredibly insightful and I usually can't come up with the kind of
discussion points that these books do. I love art & I love being able to share that interest with my
kids in an easily engaging manner.

This is an easy way to teach art appreciation to children, even very young ones, and you can follow
up with a trip to an art museum.

I am a docent at an art museum and the goal is to get children develop a love of art. This book is
exactly what will assist a child to enjoy art.

short and sweet little introduction to various artists and styles to which my children had not yet been
introduced. Liked the thought provoking and discussion encouraging questions that go along with
each represented piece of art. price was right too. I would have preferred a little more oomph to the
book, as it is quite thin... all in all, a good pick. I will be purchasing others in the "come look with me"
series.

All types of art and artists with questions to start conversation about the piece. Great for the
elementary age.
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